ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
COLLABORATING & COMMUNICATING
Cruise Capital of the World
Florida’s Top Container Port — Gateway to Latin America
FEC Partnership: On-Port Rail Co-Marketing Campaign
DEEPER CHANNEL
Growing the Port, Growing the Business
CARGO GATEWAY

LET MIAMI LEAD THE WAY

This world’s leading cargo liner call at the Port of Miami, the 14th largest cargo container in the United States. Goods destined for more than 100 countries and 250 ports around the world go through this beautiful airport. More than $2 billion in capital improvements are underway, destined to deepen the waters to accommodate super-sized vessels, for the construction of a new port tunnel for improved maritime access as well as re-establishing nationally linked freight rates.

All of this is in preparation for the 2014 expanded Panama Canal opening. Its strategic location makes it an ideal port for trade with the Far East, Latin America, Europe and the Caribbean, a list that will continue to grow as the global market further develop.

For more information on the Port of Miami, please contact...
Cargo traffic at the Port of Miami increased 6% over the past 12 months following a 5% increase the previous year. We are building for the future with a new tunnel, a deeper waterway, and restored rail connections that will create thousands of new jobs in our community. We want to thank our partners for their support.
Sponsorships & Events

FLORIDA World Trade Month 2012


CRUISE SHIPPING MIAMI

VOLVO OCEAN RACE ROUND THE WORLD

WorldCity Connecting Greater Miami’s Multinational Business Community

SEA CARGO AMERICAS International Congress & Exhibition November 6 - 8, 2013 MIAMI, FLORIDA

PORT MIAMI
Public Outreach

GROWING THE PORT, GROWING THE BUSINESS.
Tours and Delegations
Welcome to the New PortMiami
Video
GROWING THE PORT, GROWING THE BUSINESS.